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Dysferlinopathies are muscle dystrophies caused by mutations in the gene encoding dysferlin, a

relevant protein for membrane repair and trafficking. These diseases are untreatable, possibly due

to the poor knowledge of relevant molecular targets. Previously, we have shown that human

myofibers from patient biopsies as well as myotubes derived from immortalized human myoblasts

carrying a mutated form of dysferlin express connexin proteins, but their relevance in myoblasts fate

and function remained unknown. In the present work, we found that numerous myoblasts bearing a

mutated dysferlin when induced to acquire myogenic commitment express PPAR?, revealing

adipogenic instead of myogenic commitment. These cell cultures presented many mononucleated

cells with fat accumulation and within 48 h of differentiation formed fewer multinucleated cells. In

contrast, dysferlin deficient myoblasts treated with boldine, a connexin hemichannels blocker,

neither expressed PPAR?, nor accumulated fat and formed similar amount of multinucleated cells as

wild type precursor cells. We recently demonstrated that myofibers of skeletal muscles from blAJ

mice (an animal model of dysferlinopathies) express three connexins (Cx39, Cx43, and Cx45) that

form functional hemichannels (HCs) in the sarcolemma. In symptomatic blAJ mice, we now show

that eight-week treatment with a daily dose of boldine showed a progressive recovery of motor

activity reaching normality. At the end of this treatment, skeletal muscles were comparable to those

of wild type mice and presented normal CK activity in serum. Myofibers of boldine-treated blAJ mice



also showed strong dysferlin-like immunoreactivity. These findings reveal that muscle dysfunction

results from a pathophysiologic mechanism triggered by mutated dysferlin and downstream

connexin hemichannels expressed de novo lead to a drastic reduction of myogenesis and favor

muscle damage. Thus, boldine could represent a therapeutic opportunity to treat dysfernilopathies.
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